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Undocumented
SPARTANS CRUSHED students eligible
s for in -state fees
Gov. Davis says high
school grads should not be
’priced out of afuture’
By Karen Imamura
Daily Stall Writer
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stanford University runningback IR. Lemon tries to avoid a Spartan defender in the Cardinal’s 63-26 rout of San Jose State University.
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Assembly Bill 540 will give undocumented families living in California a
chance to have their children attend
college.
"If they’re smart enough to make it
through high school, then they should
be able to go to college," said Anthony
/Uvernaz a junior psychology major. "It
should cost everyone the same amount."
Students who are non-immigrants,
like intemational students, are not eligible for this exemption.
Put into effect Jan. 1, 2002, the bill
was authored by Assemblyman Marco
Firebaugh (D-East Los Angeles),
who is known for his pro-immigrant
stance. It has been in the works for the
past year.
Gov. Gray Davis signed the bill on
Oct. 11, 2001. In a government press
release he said, "Kids who grew up
and graduated from high school here
should not be priced out of a future."
Frank Wada, director of records and
administration at San Jose State
University, said, "AB 540 is primarily a
tuition exemption request provided
for certain nonresident high school
students who have completed three or
more years here in California."
Because of their status, these undocumented students may not gain financial aid or grants, but can take advantage of this, he said.
Previously, if an undocumented stu-

dent graduated high sehool, the student would have to pay out-of-state
fees.
The cost difference between in and
out-of-state tuition ranges in the
thousands. According to the
Califomia State University Web site,
the resident tuition for an undergraduate student taking 6.1 or more units
pays 31,428 per academic year. A
non-resident student pays 37,380
extra per academic year.
Charging out-of-state tuition to
nonresidents didn’t make sense to
Dzu Dang, a junior biology major.
"There’s no good reason to charge
them more, they’re receiving the same
education," Dang said.
The reason information about the
bill is not listed on the SJSU Web site
and not publicized is because of prior
confusion about correct procedure,
Wada said.
"The procedures are set at the chancellor’s office. We were somewhat
hesitant because we didn’t know all of
the legal parameters. We are going to
be placing more information on the
records and registration Web site this
November," Wada said.
Even though the bill was not publicized, students learned about the bill
through thc media, according to
Wada.
When students called tin- information about the bill prior to the chancellor clarifying correct procedure,
Wada said names and phone numbers
were taken.
"We wanted to make sure we got
back to the students," Wada said.
"Now we have approved a nurnber of
them. I’m making sure students get

See AB 540, page 3

By Chris Giovannetti
Daily Sports Editor

Cultural, political
awareness focus
of ’Voices Rising’

As Saturday
PALO ALTO
night wore on, a student waving a
gigantic Stanford University flag ran
around Stanford Stadium’s track
more and more frequently.
Ills sprints behind the San Jose
State University football bench were
sporadic at first.
when
But by the second half
Stanford had the game well in hand
he might as well have stayed in his
place in front of the Stanford section.
The flag flying over the Spartans
mimicked the scoreboard.
With a versatile and impressive
showing, the Cardinal loomed large
over the Spartans with a 63-26.
This after SJSU trailed the Cardinal
28-20 at halftime.
This after the Spartans killed the
first two Stanford drives whcn safety
Gerald Jones intercepted Chris Lewis

See STANFORD, page 4

By Saadia Malik
Daily Staff Writer
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Members of the Stanford football team break a huddle after the Cardinal victory over USU.

Measuring the fat
’You won’tfeel a thing’ despite
test’s slight electric current
By Karen Imamura
Daily Stall Writer
The department of food and nutrition is offering to electrocute snidents and reveal their body
composition for 35.
Called "bioelectric impedance," a low amperage current is run through the body. Impedance
is how much a device resists the flow of an audio
circuit signal. Because lean bcxly mass - which is
organ tissue, muscle tissue and hone - has A
greater amount of water and electrolytes than
fat, it is a good conductor of electricity. Fat acts
as an insulator and is a poor conductor of electricity.
Through this method, a measure of the body’s
total water content is taken. An estimate of lean
body mass is then established and subtracted
from the total body weight. The remaining
amount of weight is fat.
Sherry Adamski, a food science graduate student, has been running the body composition
analysis in the Central Classroom building for

the ila,1 duet ye.tis.

After sticking electrodes onto a person’s hand
and bare foot, Adamski enters the person’s
weight, height, gender and age into the bioelectric impedance machine.
During a body composition session with a student, Adamski reassured the anxious student
about the process.
"You won’t fecl a thing. It’s very quick,"
Adamski said.
A body composition profile is printed a few
seconds later.
The profile estimates the range fin the person’s
percent of body lean, body fat and body water
that is normal ’for that particular body type.
Adamski explained how dfferent fxxly types

See BODY FAT, page 3
Food science graduate student Sherry
Adamski prepares to place a pair of electrodes on criminal justice senior Ashika
Reddy to measure her body fat during a
bioelectric impedance test. Students can
have their body fat tested for five dollars
every Tuesday and Wednesday in Central
Classroom building room 221.

RYAN PAL BUENA DAILY STAFF

Culture, politics and art was the
premise for student performances
Thursday at the Student Union
Ballroom.
The performances, titled "Voices
Rising: Student Groups in Unity," was
sponsored by MOSAIC Multicultural
Center, M ovim ie n to Es tud ian til
Chicano de Aztlan, Muslim Student
Association and the Filipino student
group, Akbayan.
Featuring poetry slam, freestyle,
speakers, and a live band, the goal of
the event was to create awareness of
issues concerning human rights violations and the war on terrorism.
Specifically, Thursday’s focus was on
how U.S. foreign policy influences the
conditions of people in the Middle
East, Philippines and I.atin America,
according to Annie Sayo, a junior
social sciences major and member of
Akbayan.
"Our main goal was to provide students with education into what’s
going on outside of the U.S. and how
this led up to Sept. 11," she said. "One
of our smaller goals was to make these
four organizations cohesive."
As one of the coordinators of the
event, Sayo said ideally more student
organizations should have come
together to provide a variety of perspectives, but at the time only the four
chose to work in cooperation.
The event got underway at 7 p.m.
with a brief introduction by Sap
al-rout the purpose of the event.
"A lot of people fail to see the signir
icAnce of 9/11 and have cultural misconceptions that 9/11 has brought

here
about," she said. "Tli,
tonight want to express this using
their craft."
The first performer was spoken
word artist, Kuusela I lilo, a Stanford
University student pursuing a master’s
in education and a recent delegate to
Chiapas, Mexico. She read a poem
denouncing the federalization of airport security workers.
After Hilo, Joseph Miclette, a senior
social sciences major, took the stage
and presented a poem hc said he had
written just hours prior to the event.
Speaking fast with fluidity, Miclette
said, "I’m looking at more than two
towers falling. Is it an act of terrorism?
Wake up signs are calling."
Freshman psychology major Evelyn
Tortes said Miclette’s poetry reading
was the highlight of the night.
"1 really liked his freestyle. It was
amazing because his emotions were in
the moment," she said. "Ile was
telling the tnith."
After Miclette, Muhammad Abulianeefa, a sophomore communication studies maior, gave a speech about
thc history of Afghanistan and its ruling power.
"How many hves were lost in the
World Trade Center Bombing? Three
thousand to 4,000?" he said. "When
1.S.
started
bombing
the
Afghanistan, 20,000 civilian lives have
been taken to date. Is that justice?"
At the top of the hour, Adriana
Cabrera Garcia, a M.E.Ch.A. member, visibly stiffed the crowd into rapt
attention with a spoken word performance by her group, Small Axe,
which includes fellow snident !Melissa

See volas, page 3
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Homophobia, anti -gay violence must end now
This weekend I had the libei ty ot sitting in t’ront of my television at the wee hours of the morning watching MTV’s
"The Real World."
I think we all know how the show works.
Seven people, total strangers might I remind you, are
brought together to liVe in one house.
They usually have it split right down the midclle when it
comes to gender.
()ne season, they’ll have four guys and three girls and the
next they switch it.
Outside of those parameters, they always look to include
some of the following: A white person who has no idea what
racial or cultural sensitivity is, a black person who usually gets
portrayed as a really outspoken person, a person of Asian
decent who is really quiet and then the token gay person.
This weekend, I was watching reruns of the Chicago season.
If you’re familiar with the show, then you probably luiow
who Theo is.
Theo is a guy who thinks that being gay is a sin and he
wants absolutely no part in the lifestyle, even though he gets
along just tine with the two gay roommates he is living with.
After watching the reruns for like the 475th time, Theo’s
thoughts on gays started to get my brain thinking about the
issue.

It’s a bunch of nonsense.
Why does society act the way it does when it conic, to the
People who have sexual tendencies toward people of the
gay and lesbian issues?
I know that in the last 10 years the country’ has become same gender are no different than those who are straight.
Another reason people can’t deal with the issue is because
more accepting of the lifestyle, but it is still a huge issue.
they are scared.
Every now and then we hear about a
They have heard so many misconceptions
gay couple that wants to get married and
about the lifestyle that they are now jaded and
arc rejected in their effort to obtain a
not fit to form a good opinion.
marriage license.
I know some of these questions may seem stuFolks, why can’t we just let things be?
pid, but there are people out there who actually
The circumstances are the sane for a
believe this and then act on that belief in a viogay couple as they are for a straight coulent way.
ple.
I was in Oregon this summer worlcing at a
At one point or another, the two people
newspaper when a mother and her son came in
found each other and realized that they
loved each other so much that they wantto talk to me about a possible hate crime comed to be together forever.
mitted against her son.
So why do we have to classifi’ it as being
The son, who is a teen-ager, has two lesbian
BEN AGM RE, JR.
friends.
a gay marriage and then frown upon it?
I think it’s because we are afraid of
One day, he was out playing with the two girls
change.
when a neighbor caught the trio playing vvith his child.
For so long being straight was the way to be.
The neighbor knew the girls were lesbians and threatened
A man and a woman, that’s how it’s supposed to be, some the trio because of their sexual preference.
say.
’The neighbor allegedly attacked the woman’s son because
We are afraid of seeing the majority become the minority.
he thought the two lesbian girls would tum his daughter into

Letter I
A letter to a Pakistani friend
When you challenged me last, it was thirty
years ago. I have been listening to recent discussions on public television about the g,rowing hostilities in Kashmir. What impulse led me back to
the campus the other day, I’ll never know.
Everything loolcs different. New structures? The
imposing Clark library, the new Engineering
building, the one coming up on San Fernando
and Fourth? I remember....
You from Karachi, I from Pune, hanging out at
the Student Union. I was sipping the coffee you
had bought me, true to your Muslim hospitality. I
felt sorry to hear about your Dad-he had just
been released as a PO.W. from the Bangladeshi
conflict. You couldn’t recognize him at first. No,
the Indian guards had not tortured him, but it
was the prison food. He had lost much weight.
You were narrating....
You may ask, how I suddenly thought of you. It
was not sudden. I reminisced about you often,
and about the way we were. Surely we quarreled,
especially, after the finals, unaware of the giggling
and busde around. That was before the Pokharan
test, the emergency rule of Indiraji, the hangman’s noose around Bhutto, the coming of fhe

tion, the devastations in the Gandhi dynasty, the
democratically elected Raos and Sharifs....By the
way, the latest statistic is on the thousands of your
compatriots ("Pakis" for Dubp), mostly in their
teens, who died fighting the infidels." I wonder
what you may make of that. Was it faith? Or ideology? Were they caught in a mental labyrinth?
What do you care, you may say. And I may allude
to our common racial heritage, but to no avail.
Tell me, after all these years, have you found
the answers? I know I have not. Maybe the right
questions were not asked. Maybe there are no
nght questions. In the subcontinent’s past (the
last 10 centuries or so), weren’t those at the battlefields to the east of the Indus and those crazy
about communal and sectarian riots during and
after the "Raj" made of the same stock? Ifan academician has difficulty vvith my bias, I should like
to know why. If not, what is the moral of the
intermittent butcheries, regardless of who the
aggressor was? These can’t just be economic factors.

Ayatollah, the Rushdie fativa, the Zia regimenta-

BbasyyaJoshi
Former Lecturer
tybernetic systems
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Career Center
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday: For
MONDAY
The Departrnent of Rehab. will be
more information contact Sister
938-1610.
taking
drop-in appointments from
Marcia at
Disabled Students Association
Disability’ meeting will be held
from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the
Costanoan room in the Student
Union. For more information contact Stacie Haro at 924-6041 or
sjsu_dsa@hotmail.com.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Suriday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
drop-in appointments from 1:30
p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in Building F. For
more information contact the
Career Resource Center at 9246031.
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Phi Omega will be having
an Information Night tonight at
7:30 p.m. in the Pacific room in the
Student Union. For more information call 924-6626.
School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design will
be having student galleries and art
exhibitions through Friday. The
exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.

TUESDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at

Department of Nutrition and Food
Science
Try the latest in body fat testing:
Bioelectric Impedance. Tuesdays
from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and
Wednesdays from noon to 1 p.m. in
Central Classroom building, Room
221. For more information, contact
Sherry at 206-7599.
Human Resource Management
Association
HR Managment Association presents Michelle Archuletta of Corona
Systems 7:30 p.m. in the Guadalupe
rOom in the Student Union. For
more information contact Melissa
Shoemake at 378-1913.
SJSPIRIT.ORG
SJSPIRIT is offering meditation
and meditation instruction from 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. at 484 E. San
Fernando St. For more information
contact Chaplain Roger at 6051687.

IAN IA MEDI

Social Work/Gerontology Studies
The departments of social work
and gerontology will be hosting a
speaker, Dr. Fernando Torres-Gil
from noon to 1 p.m. in the
Umunhum room in the Student
Union. For more information contact Nancy Hikoyeda at 924-2938.
School of Art arid Design
The School of Art and Design will
be having student galleries and art
exhibitions through Friday. The
exhibition will run from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.

SJSPIRITORG
Spiritual Explorers: A spiritual discussion group. From 5 p.m. to 6
p.m. at 484 E. San Fernando St. For
more information contact Chaplain
Roger at 605-1687.

School of Art and Design
Tuesday night lecture series:
Design historian Jack Williamson
will discuss how a study of design
history contributes to the education
of the studio art or design student.
Lecture runs from 5 p.m. to 6p.m.
in the Art building, Room 133. For
more information contact Jo
Hernandez at 924-4328.

Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
drop-in appointments from 1:30
p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in Building F. For
more information contact the
Career Resource Center at 9246031.

School of Art and Design
The School of Art and Design will
be having student galleries and art
receptions from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in
the Art and Industrial Studies
buildings. For more information
contact Bill or Nicole at 924-4330.

Career Center
The Work IV program will be taking drop-in appointments from 2
p.m. to 4 p.m. in Building F. For
more information contact the
Career Resource Center at 9246031.

Black Alliance for Scientists and
Engineers
The Black Alliance for Scientists
and Engineers is having a general
meeting at 7p.m. in the Almaden
room in the Student Union. For
more information contact Christine
at 924-8414.
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one of them.
Folks, why the hell are we so barbaric?
Why must everything result in some sort of physical violence?
. So many times people get into debates about the topic.
Some say that being gay is a choice.
Some say they are gays are sinners.
Some say that gays are just asking for trouble.
Follcs, if being gay were a choice, do you think that the people who have chosen to do so knowing they’d have to feel the
wrath of other’s harassment?
No. It’s because they find people of the same sex attractive.
Just as those who are straight find the opposite sex attra.ctive.
People who are gay are not evil.
They are not "infected" with a virus as some suggest.
And they are not less of a person because of what they find
attractive.
Being gay is a lifestyle.
People need to accept it for what it is and let go of the anger.
Ben Aguirre,fx is a
Spartan Daily Sports Editor.
Annoyed’ appears Mondays.

THE FINE PRINT

Khakis and polos...no way
fhe women were all dressed like they were attending a slut
I have never been one to pay a lot of attention to fashion.
When I was growing up, I basically got stuck with the clothes convention, which I don’t tend to mind, but it’s nice to be
that my parents could afford. And even when they could around some women who seem to have a bit of self-respect
afford something, I didn’t necessarily get it because if they every now and then.
Not fitting in bothered me for about five seconds, until we
didn’t care for certain clothes, I didn’t wear them.
By the time I was 16 or 17, however, I had gotten tired of realized we were the only guys in there that didn’t look like
my dad’s relentless barrage of opinions on the way I looked. everyone else.
So when he told me that if I didn’t want to dress to his stanDon’t get me wrong. I like to get decked out every now and
dards that I could buy my own goddamn clothes, I took him then, but only for special occasions.
There are 52 Friday nights in a year, I hardly think of that
up on the offer.
The fashion train, however, had left me behind at the sta- as a special occasion.
tion.
I realize, however, that there are many people who like to
This, you might imagine, puts me at a disadvantage when it style and profile on a regular basis, and I can respect that.
What I don’t respect, however, are the bars with lame dress
comes to the local nightlife scene.
While I freely admit that I’m clueless when it comes to codes where I get harassed by bouncers about my appearance.
dressing myself, I do know what I prefer to wear. Plain If I’m going to drop a S70 bar tab, and a good portion of it’s
in tips, I damn sure ought to be able to wear
clothes are my preference - jeans or shorts,
my hat backward.
T-shirts, flip-flops or my two-year-old
I’d like to start my own establishment. A
Pumas, and almost always a hat. Not only
place where getting hammered, loud and
did fashion pass me up, but also combing
lowdy is the priority, instead of trying to
my hair is a major pain in the ass.
unpress people with money and looks.
Such apparel leaves me way underdressed
I’d have a few rules of my own that would
when I hit up most of my favorite bars.
be strictly enforced.
Underdressed, that is, if you are like all the
Guys with the khakis and polo shirts
other insecure people out there who think
would be turned away at the door. Bikers or
an insanely expensive wardrobe is all you
inetalheads would be the only ones allowed
need to impress people.
to wear leather jackets. Any dude who looks
One of my favorite nights in recent memlike he paid any more than 815 for his hairory involved me joining a good friend who
DRAY MILLER
cut would be required to wear a hat.
had come into town for a beer at a dive bar in
south San Jose.
There woukin’t be any Top-40 bands heard
What started off as a night in which we were simply going on the jukebox, and the only programming on the televisions
to catch up on old times evolved into a pretty wild affair, most would be college football, hockey and pro wrestling. I realize
of which I don’t remember, aside from where we went after this sort of leaves the ladies hanging, but considering the
leaving the dive bar - the Mecca of people who are over- amount of noise that comes with the inebriation such a place
dressed and under social, Los Gatos.
would promote, it’s hard to find women’s pmgramming that
We were dressed way too casual. He was sportin’ faded jeans could be watched with the sound off
and a T-shirt that looked like it was ready to become a dust
I know these sort of places do exist, but San Jose is in desrag, while my version of a button-up shirt that night wa.s a perate need ofone - a place where appearance takes a backplain work shirt that I had bought for 12 bucks and I espe- seat to personality.
cially like because I don’t have to iron it when I pull it out of
If anyone’s interested in being a financial partner in the venthe dryer. Me plus an iron equals disaster.
ture, I’m not hard to find. I’ll be the sharply underdressed
Feeling a bit out of place, I hid my hat under my arm so the dude sitting at the end of the bar, who’s having a cheap
bouncer wouldn’t yank it off, paid the lame cover charge and domestic beer and actually enjoying himself.
headed into one of the more popular bars there.
Out-of-place is an understatement.
Oray Miller is the
All the other dudes were wearing the khakis, polo shirts,
Spartan Daily Managing Editor
S300 leather jackets and NO on.
’The Fine Print’ appears Mondays.
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OPINION PAGE POLICY Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or a point of view that
has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A viewpoint is the same as a letter to the editor, except it is a 400-word response
to an issue or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily and may be edited fiir clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bente! liall, Room 209, sent by lax to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at
SDAILY(ajmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to thc Spartan Daily ()pinion Editor, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Faitionals are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not
the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Spartan Daily , the School of Journalism and Mass Communications, or SJSU.
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BODY FAT I

Piece by piece

$5 profile

estimates body composition
continuedji-om page 1

from a Lick of fluid on that particular
day, but from previous days, Adamski
said.
"You have to drink water regularly,"
she said.
Some students had a positive reaction to the idea of having their body
composition taken.
"That would be good to know
because I’m trying to keep healthy,"
said Whitney Little, a senior industrial design major.
Other students were more hesitant.
"I’d have to have some sort of incentive to do it," said Joe Pham, a junior
marketing major.
Adamslci said that the S5 fee is given
to die department of food and nutrition.
"The bioelectrical impedance equipment is actually very costly. We only
ask for S5 because we like to use it as
an educational tool. I have repeat customers every semester," Adamski said.
Body composition analysis is done
in the Central Classroom building in
room 221. The hours are 8 a.m. to 9
a.m. every Tuesday and noon to 1
p.m. every Wednesday or by appointment at (408) 206-7599.

yield different results.
"Swimmers have a layer of fat under
their skin. Their percentage of fat is a
little higher. Athletic people, like
marathon runners, have a lower percentage of fat. Sometimes I get people who admit to not exercising. Their
muscle composition is not what is
should be for a person that height,"
Adarnslci said.
There is one important detail to
ensure before having this test done.
"If the person is dehydrated, it doesn’t work. A person can be dehydrated
and not know it. They may not be
sensitive to their water intake. When
this happens the body fat is overestimated, and the muscle is underestimated. But the person can come
back, and I don’t charge for a second
reading," Adamski said.
Ashika Reddy, a senior criminal justice major, was surprised to find that
she was dehydrated.
"I did drink some Coke and that
might be what caused it," Reddy said.
Dehydration might not he caused

NIKI DESAUTELS / DAILY STAFF

Ema Harris-Sintamarian, a first year graduate student from Romania, sets up for her art show at the gallery in the Art building, which
opens today. liarris-Sintamarian says her exhibit explores "overlapping of different shapes and how they can recreate space."

Columnist resigns
over ’inappropriate’
behavior with teen
CHICAGO (AP)
Chicago
Tribune columnist Bob Greene
resigned after acknowledging he
engaged in inappropriate sexual conduct with a teen-age girl, the newspaper said Sunday.
In a note on the paper’s front page,
editor Ann Marie Lipinski said Greene,
55, acknowledged the sexual conduct
with a girl in her late teens whom he
met in connection with his column.
"Greene’s behavior was a serious
violation of Tribune ethics and standards for its journalists," Lipinski
said. "We deeply regret the conduct,
its effect on the young woman and the
impact the disclosure has on the trust
our readers placed in Greene And this

newspaper."
The Tribune first heard of the allegation after receiving an anonymous
complaint last week, prompting an
inquiry by editors and other Tribune
officials, Lipinski said in the note.
The conduct occurred "some years
ago," she said.
Greene was suspended by the paper,
which then sought his resignation. He
submitted it Saturday night.
Greene’s column on social issues and
American life appeared in the Tribune
four times a week and was syndicated,
appearing in newspapers around the
country. He also has written several
books and provided commentary on
Tribtine-owned WGN TV.

Cincinnati airport
evacuated after
security breach
Hundreds
HEBRON, Ky. (AP)
of people were forced to evacuate a
terminal at Cincinnati/Northern
Kentucky International Airport after
a passenger set off a metal detector
and didn’t stop, federal authorities
said.
Delta Airlines’ two concourses,
which handle most of the airport’s
passenger traffic, were reopened near-

VOICES I

Four student

groups participated in event
ry transfer student, perforrned three
continuedfi-om page 1
Lozano. Garcia expressed her anger songs from their debut compact disc.
But it was Diskarte Namin, a San
and sadness for the discrimination
Francisco based band, which got the
faced by "brown" people.
Accompanied by drums, she said, crowd on its feet dancing to lyrics that
condemn people’s
"While you’re set
ting, rules for me,
7
and advoar
.1 came to mingie oppression
you re
breaking
cate for intemational
rules for you."
huifmantherigh:.
Samuel Rodriguez, with bilingual intelrpose
p
o f
an artist for a local
the night was cidturmagazine who was lectuals, and I got a al education through
invited to the event
,.
artistic expression,
by a M.E.Ch.A. glimpse of the strug- sophomore philosomember, said he was
phy major Francisco
emotionally moved gles of different people Mendoza, said the
by Garcia’s performwas made.
ance.
around the world." point
"I came to mingle
"As a Chicano, I
with bilingual intelFrancisco Mendoza,
can relate to what
lectuals," he said.
she was saying," he
philosophy major
"And I got a glimpse
said.
-of the struggles of
Toward the end of
different
people
the night, a local
multicultural hip hop group, Sons of around the world."
Rodriguez said he feels comforted that
Rebellion, consisting of students Tyson
Amir-Mustafa, a senior comparative such education is happening on campus.
"It
feels good to know that this kind
religions and African American studies
major, Jake Gordon a teaching creden- of dialore is taking place in the comtial snident and Andrew Baker, a histo- munity, said Rodriguez.

AB 540 I

Procedures set

at CSU chancellor’s office
continuedfrom page I
an appropriate review," Wada said.
All three higher education systems in
California the
California State
University, University of Califomia and
community colleges have agreed on
the requirements for the bill and have
produced a general information sheet
licting the following requirements.

Students must:
+lave attended a high school in
California for three or more years.
*Have graduated from a alifornia
high school or attained the equivalent
prior to the start of the term.
File an affidavit with the college or
university stating that he or she has
filed an application to legalize his or
her immigration status.

Oki Cafeteria Building
(next to Market Cafe)
408 924 5950
www sisu edu/depts/sk

,
communication.
leaciersh,p o voice woh 0- Student life Center

Lons In Lnalriship
Emerging Leaders

iii)ii)

) leadership through this 3 -credit course

Add UNVS 096E now
Leadership U

Enhance communication skills with this workshop series
Register by September

Leadership Today

23

eate community during this 4-day diversity retreat
Apply in October

ly two hours later, Transportation
Security Administration spokesman
Brian Doyle said.
Security officers looked for the passenger, but it was unclear lithe person
was found, he said.
The airport, a Delta hub, is in northern Kentucky, across the Ohio River
from Cincinnati. Federal screeners
took over its checkpoints Sept. 4.

Correction
In a Spartan Daily article published Thursday called "Different
faiths, one purpose." the author said: "Stegmeir read selections from
the books of Paul and Ephesians from the ’New Testament." It should
have read: Stegmeir read selections from the letters of Paul to thc
Ephesians from the New Testament."
The Daily regrets the error.
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San Jose State University soccer

Washington St.
storms SJSU, 3-1

Spartan men drop
heartbreaker in OT

from eaming a larger margin of victory, and adjustments by the Cougars
helped control the match.
"Their fonvards were quick. They
The Washington State University
Cougars pregame enthusiasm and did play well and put a lot of pressure
hustle carried over into the game and on us, whoever had the ball," WSU
when it was over, WSU earned a solid goalkeeper Sara Leibowitz said.
"They did a good job of forcing us. It
3-1 victory.
San Jose State University’s women’s was a little nerve racking at times,
soccer team was simply out-played especially when they ran straight at
during the loss to WSU at Spartan you."
The Spartans’, 1-4, best scoring
Stadium Sunday, in spite of what the
opportunity was created from within
score indicates.
WSU Head Coach Dan Tobias said 10 yards of the WSU goal, at the 36th
even though the outcome was favor- minute of play, when sophomore
able, the game wasn’t one of its better Christina Morrison missed a touch
shot from a crossing pass with her left
performances.
"At times our spacing was good, and foot and Leibowitz who was out of
at times it wasn’t," Tobias said. "This position, missed high.
However a few moments later junis a tight field. Our spacing was very
good, but it still needs to be worked ior forward, Marie McCann scored
on free kick from the top of the area,
on."
Tobias pointed to the narrowness of tying the score 1-1, to the left of the
the Spartan Stadium field that added diving Leibowitz.
WSU added two more goals at the
to the inability of WSU to make bent
runs into open space, in lieu of the flat 60th minute of play by junior defendruns that caused passing inaccuracies er Mariette Boyce and by junior forfor the Cougars. Tobias said the ward Nicole Wilcox at the 65th
Cougars had stretches in the latter minute of play.
The Spartans were out shot by the
part of the first half and in the second
half where WSU kept the ball and Cougars 18-11. Leibowitz had three
saves, all in the second half for the
maintained a good rhythm.
The Cougars first goal shook the Cougars, while Spartan goalkeeper,
net at the 21 -minute mark of the first freshman Erin Lavey, tallied eight.
WSU also had 10 corner kicks to
half by senior forward Katrina Stroh.
Except for the opening few minutes the Spartans’ one during the match.
"We didn’t look as sharp today as
of the second half, the game took
place on the Spartan half of the field. much as we should have," Spartan
Passing problems prevented WSU head coach, Tamie Grimes said. "We
need to work on finishing, defensive
marking and communication."
SJSU forward Alaina Chandler
The Spartans next competition is at
chases after the ball during the
the Adidas Bay Area Classic
Spartans 3-1 loss to Washington.
Tournament on Friday at 7:30 p.m. at
Spartan Stadium.
ANTHONY REGINATO / DAILY STAFF
By Bob Meredith
Daily Staff Writer

concerned by the injuries that lia% e
plagued his team, including a lacerated kidney suffered by goalkeeper
at practice
Daniel Benton
Thursday.
"It’s been an extremely difficult
start to the season," he said.
"Losing Dan for four to six weeks,
or possibly the entire season, I’m
very concerned with his injury and
the ramifications of it."
By Laura Buckingham
St. Clair said that he has lost
Daily Stan" Writer
around three starters per game.
Despite its injury-riddled roster,
Friday the 13th proved to be an SJSU got on the board first when
unlucky night for the San Jose State freshman forward Randy Poggio
University men’s soccer team.
connected with junior midfielder
Looking to extend its winning Francisco Martinez in the eighth
streak to three games, the Spartans minute.
lost on an own goal in the final
It was Martinez’s first goal of the
minute of double overtime to season.
Alabama A&M, 3-2.
The next 10 minutes of play saw
SutiOATI OVERnME SCORE
three goals, as the Bulldogs’ Abdou
11111111111181111111111111111811188111111B11111111111 Manneh and Keston Lewis
"41111111111111111111111110M1 answered back with two goals and
DATE: Mast Santo Oars 740 pm
SJSU’s Poggio notched his second
of the night after beating the
After 109 minutes of play, a fol- Bulldogs’
James
goalkeeper
low-up shot by Alabama A&M Ssemambo to the left side of the
deflected off of an SJSU defender net.
into his own net.
The scoreless second half was
Having blocked the first shot, the marred by fouls on both sides of the
Spartans looked like they were field, as the two teams combined for
going to ride-out the clock and set- a game total of 57 fouls.
tle for a tie.
In his first start of the season,
The game-winning goal came sophomore goalkeeper Eddie
after the Bulldogs set up a free kick Dominguez recorded four saves on
just outside the penalty box.
the night.
Two goals apiece for each team at
The Bulldogs had a 7-6 advantage
the end of regulation play set up in shots on goal. Each goalkeeper
two 10-minute, single elimination recorded four saves in just over 109
overtime periods.
minutes played.
Before the start of the game, SJSU
SJSU dropped to 2-2 while the
coach Gary St. Clair said he was Bulldogs improved to 3-0-1.

Own goal costs
injury-riddled
Spartans a win over
Alabama A & M

STANFORD I Freshman quarterback Matter leads Cardinal to second-ha(f romp
reserve quarterback Kyle Matter, who pass intended for flanker Greg
continuedfrom page 1
filled in for the ailing Lewis admirably. Camarillo on the Spartan 18-yard line.
deep in SJSU territory.
The drive was short lived as Rislov
The lanky freshman let his backs do
This after Spartan linebacker Mike
work of grinding down the gave the ball right back to the Cardinal
Liranzo delivered a jarring hit directly the
with an interception deep in his own
below Lewis’ facemask that Icnocked Spartans.
VVhen SJSU brought more defenders territory.
Lewis out of the ball game and set up a
On the second play of the drive, runup front, Lewis read the defense and
SJSU touchdown.
passes down the sidelines to wide ning back J.R. Lemon dashed three
On paper, it appears that the Spartan flicked
receivers Teyo Johnson and Alex Smith yards for a touchdown and a 7-3
defense may have unraveled.
Cardinal lead.
who were then in single coverage.
Not true.
’We came out with a run package.
The Cardinal lulled the Spartans into Their
defensive line was getting thin.
a false sense of security. With SJSU We just wore them out," said Johnson,
looking for the same first half gim- who
finished with 107 yards on seven
micks, Stanford changed its offensive
touchdowns. "They
schemes in the second half and opened receptions and two
began the game with nvo guys on me
up its ground game.
and when they realized they needed
Sounds simple enough.
more guys up front, it was basically
But one has to look deeper.
I wasn’t the
Perhaps the most crucial element to over. I WAS an option but
Teyo Johnson
Stanford’s success was its perseverance. only option."
Matter’s view of the game was much
Stanford wide receiver
In the first half, the Cardinal domi- more
simplistic.
nated both sides of the ball and inter"We adjusted to coverage on the corcepted three Scott Rislov passes but
However, as soon as the Cardinal flag
ner routes and established the run,"
couldn’t shake SJSU.
had reached the area behind the visisaid.
After scoring on its first two second Matter
Lewis and Stanford lcnifed their way tor’s bench, running back Charles
half drives, it was evident that Stanford
downfield on the game’s initial drive, Pauley retumed Michael Sgroi’s kick
had finally found its stride.
97 yards for a touchdown.
The emotional tide had shifted dra- driving 70 yards in three minutes.
It was the first kickoff retum for a
Jones ended all hopes for an early
down but not
matically, and SJSU
Stanford lead when he leaped in front touchdown since Deonce Whitaker
out of the game looked helpless.
sprinted 89 yards against St. Mary’s
"They got on us and wore us down," of a potential Johnson touchdown College on Sept. 18,1999.
Spartan head coach Fitz Hill said."Any catch and returned the ball 45 yards to
Stanford got its fans back into the
field goal.
time a team can jump on us like that, set up a Nick Gilliam
Stanford once again amassed a strong game as Lewis tossed touchdown passthey can pound on us for a little bit and
drive on their next possession but Jones es to Johnson and Smith to build a 21that takes us out of the game."
10 lead four minutes into the second
Leading the surge for Stanford wa, came to the rescue again, nabbing a

"Their defensive
line was getting
thin. We just wore
them out."

quarter.
The lead increased to 28-10 on a
four-yard scoring run by running back
Kenneth Tolon.
The Spartans closed out a sloppy first
half with a 34-yard touchdown reception by Jamall Broussard and a 29-yard
field goal by Gilliam.
’The Spartans cut the lead to 28-26
on the fourth play of the second half
with a 60-yard touchdown pass from
Rislov to Pauley.
The Spartans went for the two-point
conversion but Tuati Wooden was
tackled just short of the end zone on a
pass from Rislov.
SJSU never remotely threatened
again.
Fittingly, it was Matter who began
the Cardinal charge two minutes later.
He capped off an efficient five play,
70-yard drive with a 13-yard scamper
into the end zone.
After SJSU went three-and-out,
Matter marched the Cardinal right
back and allowed Lemon the honor of
scoring on a five-yard run.
Three touchdowns later, Teevens was
praising the work of his young quarterback.
"He impressed me with his confidence. With that close score (28-26)
we gave him adjustments to make. If
they do this, you do this and so forth.
He came in when we needed him and
executed," said Teevens, who said there

Second half woes continue for Spartans
By Ben Aguirre Jr.
Daily Sports Editor
For the second straight game, the
Spartan football team played competitively in the first half then fell
apart in the second.
San Jose State University was
outscored 35-6 in the second half of
its 63-26 loss to the Stanford
Cardinal on Saturday.
The 35 points surrendered in the
second half marked the second
straight week SJSU had allowed 30
or more points in the final two quarters.
The 35 points also increased the
Spartans’ second half scoring difference to 69-6 in the last two games.
" We can’t put our quarterbacks in a
position where they can’t produce,"
said SJSU head coach Fitz Hill.
"They had Washington’s game plan
in the second half once they got up,"
he said of the similarities between
the second half of Saturday’s game
and the last week’s 34-10 loss to the

University
al
Washington.
In the sewn,’ halt, SJSU held the
"Whenever you can get up by 14 ball for 11 minutes and 11 seconds
points, it puts a lot of pressure on our while Stanford hoarded the ball for
18:49.
offense to score."
Offensively, the Spartans were only
"They took advantage of our
able to muster 92 second half yards defense," said Spartan wide receiver
Charles Pauley, who had a 60-yard
as compared to Stanford’s 319.
Spartan quarterback Scott Rislov, touchdown reception in the opening
who had three interceptions and a minutes of the third quarter that
lost fumble before being pulled out brought the Spartans within two
of the game in favor of Beau Pierce, before Stanford reeled off five
said one reason for the second half straight touchdowns against the
woes could stem from a lack of rest Spartan defense.
Spartan safety Gerald Jones, who
for the defense.
"We go three and out, they drive. had three interceptions, said the
defense should have been able
and
out
and
they
drive
SJSU
three
We go
again, our defense doesn’t get a to stop Stanford’s running game.
"They’re not good," he said.
chance to rest," Rislov said. "We
The Cardinal gained 194 of its 319
need to do a better job in the second
second half yards on the ground.
half"
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kickoff return for a touchdown in the
first half, said all of the blame should
not be on the defense.
"Nobody is coming up with the big
catch," Pauley said, noting that the
offensive line may be getting discouraged after protecting the quarterback and then seeing an incomplete pass. "Somebody needs to step
up.
"It’s nobody else’s fault," Pauley
said. "Not the coaches, nobody’s. It’s
all ours."

ond half," said Rislov, who was 11 -for21 for 152 yards but did toss three
interceptions.
Fumblinf five times and losing two of
them didnt help matters much either.
"It doesn’t matter who we play. We
need to take care of the football," Hill
said.
SJSU returns to action on Saturday at
the University of Illinois.

was talk of Matter seeil action against
SJSU, but no set plan. His leadership
was just outstanding. He’s a guy that
can come in on anything situation and
just play."
Rislov wasn’t buying into Stanford’s
dominance, citing instead his Spartans’
own deficiencies.
"I thought we came out fairly well but
we had too many. mistakes in the sec-
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UPD CAMPUS CRIME BLOTTER
9/06 TO 9/13
rictougars
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09/06/02
VANDALISM at 5:48 p.m.
Location: Fourth Street garage
Summary: A report was taken
for a vehicle window that was
broken in the Fourth Street
garage.

ring
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36th
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DRUNK DRIVING at 11:32 p.m.
Location: 10th/Keyes
Summary: Subject was arrested
for driving with a suspended
license, driving under the influence and an outstanding warrant.

junored
area,
F. the

09/07/02
ALCOHOL
at
12:23
a.m.
Location: Joe West Hall
Summary: Subject was arrested
for being drunk in public.
Another subject was cited and
released for contributing to the
delinquency of a minor.
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DRUNK DRIVING at 1:27 a.m.
Location: Eighth/San Salvador
Summary: Subject was arrested
for driving under the influence.
ALCOHOL
at
2:10
a.m.
Location: Sixth/San Salvador
Summary: Subject was arrested
for being drunk in public.
DRUNK DRIVING at 2:12 a.m.
Location: Fourth/VVilliam
Summary: Subject was arrested
for driving under the influence.
MEDICAL at 6:51 p.m. Location:
Spartan Stadium
Summary: A report was taken
for a medical aid.
DRUNK DRIVING at 11:36 p.m.
Location: 11th/San Carlos
Summary: Subject was arrested
for driving under the influence.

lost by her sister.

09/08/02
DISTURBANCE at 1:52 a.m.
Location: Second/San Salvador
Summary: Subjects were both
arrested for being drunk in public and fighting.

DRUNK DRIVING at 9:05 p.m.
Location: Seventh Street garage
Summary: Subject was arrested
for driving while under the influence and for driving without a
valid driver’s license and outstanding misdemeanor warrants.

ARSON at 8:47 p.m. Location:
Fourth Street garage
Summary: A report was taken
for a garbage can set on fire.
TRAFFIC at 11:15 p.m. Location:
Seventh Street garage
Summary: A report was taken
for exhibition of speed at the
Seventh Street garage.
09/09/02
ALCOHOL
at
1:11
a.m.
Location: Third/San Antonio
Summary: Subject was arrested
for being drunk in public and
taken to the sobering station.
THEFT at
MacQuarrie
Summary:
for a stolen

2:01 p.m. Location:
Hall
A report was taken
cell phone.

INCIDENT at 2:43 p.m. Location:
San Jose State University
Summary: An incident report
was taken for a possible stalking.
BURGLARY
at
5:40
p.m.
Location: Industrial Studies
Summary: A report was taken
for stolen tools and other materials related to a glass blowing lab.
INCIDENT at 5:51 p.m. Location:
Seventh Street garage
Summary: Subject was cited
and released for petty theft after
using a parking permit, reported

09/10/02
ALCOHOL
at
2:11
a.m.
Location: Washington Square
Hall
Summary: Subject was detained
for being drunk in public and
was taken to the sobering station.

Communications Center 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
UPD is restricted by law from
including certain items in the
media log and the UPD dispatcher on duty will not provide any information not previously included in the media
log.
If you have questions,

comments or concerns regarding the UPD Crime Blotter or
any other portion of the UPD
News Group, please feel free
to contact Capt. Bruce Lowe by
telephone at (408) 924-2240 or
e-mail lowebasjsu.edu.

INCIDENT at 2:19 p.m. Location:
Esplanade Apartments
Summary: A report was taken
for an incident that occurred at
the Esplanade apartment complex.

BICYCLE at 11:20 a.m. Location:
Duncan Hall
Summary:
A
bicycle
was
impounded that was locked to a
handrail on the north side of
Duncan Hall.

Location. Alpha Phi Sorority
House
Summary: A report was taken
for the burglary of a vehicle.

BURGLARY
at
4:39
p.m.
Location: 10th Street garage
Summary: A report was taken
for burglary of a vehicle.

FRAUD at 1:28 p.m. Location:
Student Union
Summary: A report was taken
for counterfeit money used at
the Spartan Bookstore.

TRAFFIC at 10:59 p.m. Location:
Third/San Fernando
Summary: Subject was cited
and released for driving without
a valid driver’s license.

THEFT at 5:24 p.m. Location:
Seventh/San Salvador
Summary: A report was taken
for a stolen wallet.

ACCIDENT
at
8:51
a.m.
Location: Park and Ride
Summary: A report was taken
for a non -injury accident that
occurred at Park and Ride.

TRAFFIC at 11:49 P.M. Location:
Third/San Fernando
Summary: Subject was cited
and released for driving with a
suspended/revoked
driver’s
license.

ALCOHOL
at
8:43
p.m.
Location: Second Street
Summary: Subject was arrested
for being drunk in public and
attempting to drive while under
the influence.

THEFT at 10:36 a.m. Location:
Seventh Street garage
Summary: A report was taken
for the theft of a key chain and
credit card.

09/11 /02
INCIDENT at 7:58 a.m. Location:
Seventh/San Salvador
Summary: A report was taken
for a lost parking permit.

DRUGS at 9:33 p.m. Location:
Seventh/San Salvador
Summary: Subject was cited for
possession of marijuana.

ACCIDENT
at
11:02
a.m.
Location: Seventh Street garage
Summary: A report was taken
for a non -injury accident in
Seventh Street garage.

INCIDENT at 9:04 a.m. Location:
Allen Hall
Summary: A report was taken
for an incident that occurred in
the residence halls.

BURGLARY at
12:55
p.m.
Location: Alpha Phi Sorority
House
Summary: A report was taken for
the burglary of a locked vehicle.

BICYCLE at 9:33 a.m. Location:
Duncan Hall
Summary:
A
bicycle
was
impounded that was locked to a
handrail on the north side of
Duncan Hall.

BURGLARY
at
1:44
p.m.
Location: Sigma Nu Fraternity
House
Summary: A report was taken for
the burglary of a locked vehicle.

INCIDENT
at
10:20
a.m.
Location: Seventh/San Fernando
Summary: A report was taken
for found property.

09/12/02
BURGLARY at
12:13 a.m
Location: 10th/San Antonio
Summary: A report was taken
for burglary of a vehicle.
TRAFFIC at 12:32 p.m. Location:
11th/Reed
Summary: Subject was cited
and released for driving with a
suspended driver’s license.
BATTERY at 1:13 p.m. Location:
Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for an incident that occurred at
the library construction site.
BURGLARY

at

1:15

CE,ASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

fa

The vehicle was towed.

The UPD crime blotter is a
reproduction of the police
department media log. Unless
otherwise specified, the time
period covered by each edition
of the Crime Blotter will be
from Friday to Friday. The actual media log is available to the
general public at the UPD

EMPLOYMENT
General
SUPERIOR COURT
Paid internship - downtown SJ
Resp: creation of case calendar.
maintenance of database. vanous
clencaL) admin duties Proficient
in Word. Excel and Access.
20/wk, Ind Thur . Fri Resume
and cover letter by 9/20 to:
nraby Osct co santaclara.ca us
408-491.4799 FAX
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is currently hiring part-time
servers (21 or older) No
experience required Must be
available evenings & weekends
Please apply in person
2 00 - 4 00pm . Mon thru Thu.
at 51 N San Pedro. San Jose
HELP GIRLS GROW STRONG
while you grow your skill portfolio.
After-school positions available tor
talented and energetic individuals
Visit our web site at
www ginscoutsofscc org to find out
about current opportunities EOE
Girl Scouts
Where Girls Grow Strong
FREE TV PRODUCTION
TRAINING!
Become Ch 27 intern & learn
producing. directing, cameras &
more Call 650-494-8686 for details.
ADMIN ASSISTANT / SALES
Hi -tech co seeks FT/PT hard
worker for office & sales/telemarketing assisting Must have
good oral/verbal skills Good
pay + opportunity to advance
Fax Resume 408-232-7701
PHYSICAL THERAPY- Need a
FT Physical Therapist to work
for an excellent company in
Salinas Graduates welcome’
Excellent opportunity for growth
and advancement $20/hr. Call
Elizabeth at 310-842-8442 or email
physicianetwork attbi .com
51500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars Free
information Call 203-683-0258.
P/T, UP TO 14.95/HR preparing
mailings Serious apply. No
selling Call (626) 821-4035
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition. readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

Earn Extra money PART TIME
selling locally Send resume with
cover letter to Edge Distribution.
P.O. Box 962. Rogue River. OR
97537-0962

GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel PT. Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable. honest. able to
do physical work Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train.
TAPIOCA EXPRESS, 9th & San Great oppty for dog lover Can
Carlos by SJSU. needs few part- FAX resume to 408/377.0109 or
time help Flex hrs No exp nec Call 371-9115
Will Train Call 408-298-2299
VALET PARKERS - Part-time.
PILATES INSTRUCTOR
evenings & weekends in Los
Need a Job with a positive Gatos and Saratoga Must be
working environment? Join neat in appearance with good
the YMCA, Certified Pilates customer service skills Must be
instructor needed to teach able to drive a 5 speed and
members Contact Debi Vargo have a valid CDL Immediate
408-226-9622x26 EOE
opening & flexible schedules
available. Earn $7-$8/hr + tips
THEATER, MANNERS and Please call 408-364-0240
DANCE INSTRUCTORS for Golden Gate Valet
children Theater and Manners
training provided 1.7 hours per WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
vveek Up to $25 00 per hour Local valet company in search
Must have experience working of enthusiastic and energetic
with children Must have car individuals to work at nearby
Call Carol - 408/265-5096 or fax malls, hotels & private events.
resume to 408/265-8342 or e-mail FT/PT available We will work
to Carolromo0theaterfun com around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
PART-TIME CLERICAL,
DMV Lots of fun S earn good
Afternoons Flexible reliable
money Call 408-867-7275
person with good phone manner
Fax resume to 408-360-0890
YOUTH SWIM TEAM AND
MASTERS COACH. Mon &
CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE Wed nights (7 15-10.00pm). Sat
is seeking a part-time clerical afternoons (1.00-2:15). Swim
person. Duties include heavy team experience and a great
filing & working with the mail attitude a must. Call for more
No typing skills are required A info. 408-351-6326 or submit an
good command of the English application to Central YMCA. 1717
language. both written & oral. is The Akvneda. San Jose. CA 95126.
required Flexible hours. based
on your schedule. however 20-25 RECEPTIONIST, M -F lmmed.
hours a week is req $8 00/hr opening. 2-6pm $9 00 to start.
Call Leah at 408-296-5270 to Call Randy 0 768-0566
schedule an interview

ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly - Will Train
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus
408- 247- 4827

EMPLOYMENT
Education/Schools

TEACHERS. SUBS
PART TIME SHIPPING CLERK
and
in Sunnyvale - Internet Company
RECREATION
LEADERS
Music CDs. DVDs. and Videos
Enjoy working with kids? Join
Call 408-985-7703
the team at Small World
FOOD SERVICE / ESPRESSO Schools. get great experience
BAR / HOST PT avail All shifts WORKING WITH CHILDREN
Busy restaurant in Sunnyvale AGES 5-12 years in our before
$10.00-$10 25 to start. Call Wendy and after school rec programs
0 (408) 733-9331 or 733-9446 SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
offers competitve pay. health
hrs. excellent
BARTENDER Trainees Needed benefits for 30
$250/day potential Local positions training. and a fun work environment We can often offer flexible
1-800-293-3985 ext 559
hours around your school
WAREHOUSE POSITION
schedule This is a great lob
for both men and women.
Available Monday - Friday
Part/Full Time 10am to 7pm
Call 408-283-9200. ext. 10 or
Fax resume to 408-283-9201.
Detail oriented order puller
$8.00 per hour
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS
Work for a company that
PfT instructors elem schools
truly appreciates its staff.
Degree/Cred NOT Required
Apply in person
Oppty for teaching exp Need car
MondayFriday 8am to 5pm
VM 408-287-4170 x 408 FrfrASF
1404 S. 7th St San Jose
Corner of 7th & Alma
GET PAID For Your Opinions
Earn $154125 per survey’
www dollars4opinions com

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare
CHILDCARE FOR 3 CHILDREN.
1 w/ special needs Psych or
Special Ed students preferred
25-30 hrs/wk $560/mo, PLUS
room & board. Call 926-3944

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

p.m.

TRAFFIC at 11:35 p.m. Location:
10th Street garage
Summary: A report was taken
for a non -injury hit-and-run vehicle accident.
09/13/02
ALCOHOL
at
12:31
a.m.
Location: Dining Commons
Summary: Subject was detained
and transported to the sobering
station for being drunk in public.
ALCOHOL
at
1:14
a.m.
Location: Sixth/San Fernando
Summary: Subject was arrested
and booked into county jail for
being drunk in public.
DRUGS at 1:30 a.m. Location:
Royce Hall
Summary: Subject was cited
and released for possession of
marijuana.
ALCOHOL
at
3:39
a.m.
Location: Lot Eight
Summary: Subject was detained
and transported to the sobering
station.
INCIDENT
at
3:48
a.m.
Location: Aquatic Center
Summary: A state cushman cart
was found on the north side of
the Aquatic Center.
TRAFFIC at 8:15 a.m. Location:
Seventh Street garage
Summary: A report was taken
for a hit-and-run accident.

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
classified@jmc.sjsu.edu
iwaTA

PHN:
FAX:

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Have your theses. term papers.
group projects. etc professionally typed APA a specialty
Experienced & dependable
Almaden/Branham area Call
Linda for an appointment at
1408) 264-4504

RENTAL HOUSING

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1
5
9
12
13

2 BED / 1 BATH lith x San Carlos
Nice. Clean. Parking. Laundry 15
$1250/mo 995-5525. 316-6996. 16
17
ONE BEDROOM ONE BATH 18
305 N 11th St x Julian W D R 19
Basement. carport $800/month. 21
No pets 408-274-9615 Bob 23
24
Basso. agent RJ Property
25
NEWLY REMODELED - MOVE 28
IN BONUS. Large 2 bdrm 2 bath 33
apt 2 blocks from SJSU Parking 34
avail. water/trash paid.wash/ dry 35
on site Well managed student 36
bldg Also. 3 bdrm/2 ba $1,175 37
38
and up 408-378-1409
WANTED
39
41
APPLICANTS WANTED to
SERVICES
42
study Part IV of The Urantia
44
details
Book Earn $25.000 for
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
visit www eventodaward com
(includes cosmetic) $69 00 per 46
year Save 30. - 60% For info 47
call 1-800-655-3225 or
48
OPPORTUNMES
www studentdental com or
49
www
goldenwestdental com
53
MODEL - get paid each month
57
for 2 hours of modeling Free for
25 % DISCOUNT
58
all -exposure for agent & more
SJSU Student Rate
60
No exp needed - we train Visit
Such a deal’
61
www limelighttalent com Call
62
295-3029
63
64
65
66
vrioNAL / ACENCV RATES (.AH.408-924-3277

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

John Dickson
Barn topper
’’Wham I"
Stead
Keep
to the
ground
Far-flung
Noss’ brother
Relaxed
Bullfight bravos
Fishy lady/
Highest peak
Basilica part
Cartoon shriek
Farthest point
Tex-Mex treats
Existed
CBers wheels
Salamander
Monsieti’s summer
Contour
Literary compilation
Lawsuit basis
Russell and Olin
Investment
Heartburn
soothers
Obstruct
Dab on
Manitoba tribe
Breakfast set
Best policy’,
Qatar ruler
Actor Hawke
Have the nerve
Questions
Wake up
Coup d
Enemy
Must have
Bruce’s ex

mmHg
OMOOM

tie3 try116p5c6at616s3c3 titvisscilb 1:11

1
2
3
4
1

Name

Five
Four
Two
Three
One
Days
Day
Days
Days
Days
$5
$7
$9
$11
$13
3 lines
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS:
20 consecutive issues receive 10% Off
40 consecutive issues receive 20. off
50 consecutive issues receive 25. off
Local rides apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students. staff faculty
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge ot $3 per word

Ackfrese
City & State

I
Please check
one classification:
2es code

Phone

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Lost and I- ound*
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
E lectronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
__Shared Housing
Real Estate

BROOM

4-29-02

c 2002 unireo Feature Sr-Ocala irc

14
15
20
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
34
37
40

Luggage item
Battery post
Prefix for ’weer
Maneuver slowly
Stack
Lyric poems
Compass
reading
Daydream
See an extra
client (2 wds 1
Copied
Always to Poe
Prince Arn’s
mother
Climber s spike
Plain to see
Coffee sourc,e
Foul callers
Fluff as hair
Possessed
Say explicitly
Lost fur
Glide lightly
Slacks off

42 Famous last
word
43 Moved rapidly
45 Household
pet
46 Did a laundry
chore
48 Action film
highlight
49 Unhearing
50 " Excited"
51 Winged
Victory
52 Famous English
school
54 Overfeed
55 Streetcar in
Liverpool
56 Big Foot’s
cousin
59 Color

10

8

A
3

18

f

_Health Beauty

8

1IIIIir
1
iii
0pII111 4
11101
13

F

91

44

_Spons,Thnlis

STUDENT ID REQUIRED

s1

,

_Services

_Insurance
_Entertainment
SI Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
_Travel
? Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
._Tutonng
All ads are prepaid
No refunds on canceled ads
only
dates
publication
Word Processing
II Rates for consecutive
II QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
other
for
businesses
persons
or
no
only,
discount
ads
25%
OFF
Rate
party
RATE:
applies
to private
SJSU STUDENT

Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm
Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

OMOOO

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

ig

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

3

00110
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131ABlii1E1
C1131100
IiIMIEIP117
laC1131113 gum
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IFICIIIIMIZI11151CillE11211211101111A
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[21011121
0115111013 1211X1t3111ZIEI
GIBMINI
IIIEICEOCI
EICE11313 1311E01121 MAW
IRICICII3 ODOM IMICIECI
DOOM 0000 00E00
1101C1012 MIIIIIIIII1 121AP112112

Chowder tidbit
S aft member
Nurtu e
K nd of sale
2

ppm

13111121@lii 12111011il IiICIMIZI

DOWN

adalliiisi301 5a3s6cd

BAGS
’MOO

81
1

7
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PRICEWATERHOUsCCOPERS
VOTED’l IDEAL EMPLOYER BY BUSINESS STUDENTS,
UNIVERSUM UNDERGRADUATE STUDY, 2UU2

FroN
-.ON TRUTH, INTEG
AND.W)NESTY RATHEri
THAN P.ERCEPTION
SPECULATION
10 mssi
Investors need assurance to make decisions.
Help us help them and the companies whose stock
they buy, and we’ll help you build a career.
For opportunities and information go to:
www.pwcglobal.com/lookhere

Look beyond the numbers.

L_

